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Fire Headquarters - Station #71
6501 Quivira Road

Shawnee, Kansas 66216
Phone: (913) 631-1080 (non-emergency)

Fax: (913) 631-1628

Administration Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Fire Station #72
5840 Renner Road

Shawnee, Kansas 66216
Phone: (913) 631-2999 (non-emergency)

Fire Station #73
6805 Hedge Lane

Shawnee, Kansas 66226
Phone: (913) 441-0390 (non-emergency)

Fire Station #74
5300 Woodsonia

Shawnee, Kansas 66226
Phone: (913) 742-6024 (non-emergency)
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Mayor 
Michelle Distler

Ward I
Matt Zimmerman
Tammy Thomas

Ward II
Eric Jenkins

Mike Kemmling

Ward III
Lisa Larson-Bunnell

Kurt Knappen

Ward IV
Lindsey Constance

Jill Chalfi

City Manager
 Nolan Sunderman

www.cityofshawnee.org

Contact Information
MISSION

The Shawnee Fire Department is a dedicated team of professionals striving for excellence  
in public safety and emergency services to protect our community. Our motto is:

“Prepare, Prevent, Protect”
2020 VISION

is to be known as an internationally accredited fire service agency, renowned for its epic and consistent 
demonstration of best practices and department values in mission execution. 

EXCELLENCE will remain at the core of all we do as we strive for continuous improvement to ‘prepare, prevent, 
and protect.’

PROFESSIONALISM will be evident as we invest in our greatest resources, our members, through emphasis on 
workforce planning and training improvements. Our organizational clarity will guide the department to further lead 
our people in the future.

INTEGRITY will be demonstrated through stewardship of our physical resources and the highest ethical 
behavior. This will be broadened by our communications initiatives as we interact with our community and hold 
each other accountable. 

COMPASSION will be carried out always, as we ensure that we appropriately deliver our mission, live our 
values, accomplish our goals, and bring this vision to fruition.

OUR VALUES: We are committed to respond quickly and perform at the highest level in all that we do. We empower, 
support, and provide opportunities to achieve personal and professional success. We are committed to the highest 
ethical standards and act as responsible stewards of the resources entrusted to us. We strive to treat our community 
and each other with compassion and respect.
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Chief’s Message
OFFICE OF RICHARD A. POTTER

It is a privilege to present the 2020 annual report for the City of Shawnee Fire Department. 2020 brought several 
changes to the City of Shawnee Fire Department with new leadership and a reorganization of the administrative 
staff. What did not change was the level of commitment and dedication of the men and women who tirelessly 
serve the citizens of Shawnee. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has created unprecedented challenges for the City 
of Shawnee Fire Department and the members have risen to the occasion. This report will highlight the fact that 
despite these challenges the personnel of the City of Shawnee Fire Department found new and innovative ways 
to meet the needs of the community. While many communities were struggling to maintain levels of service, the 
City of Shawnee Fire Department enhanced and increased services provided to the citizens of Shawnee.

The annual report for 2020 further highlights the dedication and commitment of the members of the City of 
Shawnee Fire Department through a summary of activities performed throughout the year. 

I want to personally thank the Governing Body, the City Manager, and staff for the continued support of the Fire 
Department without which it would be impossible to continue with the level of services provided. I also want 
to thank and acknowledge the men and women of the City of Shawnee Fire Department who faithfully serve 
every day. 

Respectfully,

Richard A. Potter
Fire Chief
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Promotions
Ryan Pyle has been promoted to Deputy Fire Chief as of November 16th. Chief Pyle has been employed with the 
City since January 4, 1999. His career path at the City began at the rank of Firefighter. Chief Pyle was promoted 
to the rank of Fire Captain in 2006; and was promoted to the rank of Battalion Chief in 2012. Ryan has been very 
involved with the Johnson County Operations Chiefs organization for several years and served as the Chair from 
2013 - 2016. He has also held numerous leadership roles within the the City and the fire service community. He 
holds a Master of Public Administration Degree from the University of Kansas. 

Corey Sands has been promoted to Deputy Fire Chief as of November 16th. Chief Sands was hired as a firefighter 
on August 26, 1999. His career path with the City includes serving as a Fire Prevention Officer and the City’s Fire 
Marshal. Corey has been very involved in the fire service community, has served as the Department’s PIO, and 
has held many leadership roles on several professional fire associations. He holds a Master of Science Degree in 
Criminal Justice from Columbia Southern University.

Congratulations to John Rawie! John has been promoted to Fire Captain effective 12/28/2020. John began his career 
in the fire service in 2006 where he served as a volunteer Firefighter for the City of DeSoto. He was hired as a full-
time Firefighter with the City of Shawnee in 2010. John earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration 
from Fort Hays State University, and has completed numerous certifications specific to the fire service. 
 

Jack Hopkins began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Jack is originally from Missouri, and 
currently resides in Lansing, KS with his wife and two daughters. Prior to coming to the City, Jack was a Firefighter 
for the City of Leavenworth, KS for over 8 years. In his spare time, Jack enjoys hunting, fishing, and golf. 

Rachel Mercer began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Rachel is originally from Michigan, 
and moved to the area in 2010. Rachel currently resides in Lenexa with her 3 children, dog, and cat. Prior to 
coming to the City, Rachel was a Volunteer Firefighter for the City of Edwardsville, KS, as well as a volunteer for 
Abbott in Kansas City. In her spare time, Rachel enjoys reading, outdoors, driving to get lost, eating at local dives, 
and treasure hunting. 

Braxton Vanlandingham began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Braxton grew up in Leawood, 
KS, and is a graduate of Blue Valley North HS. Braxton currently resides in Overland Park with his girlfriend 
Casie. Prior to working for the City, Braxton worked as a personal trainer at Anytime Fitness. In his spare time, 
Braxton enjoys working out, going to local sporting events, outdoor cycling, bowling, and frisbee golf. 

Rick Potter joined the City as Fire Chief on Monday, June 29th. Rick grew up in Brasil and Portugal, and 
eventually moved to Pueblo, CO where he attended Pueblo County High School. Rick also possesses a Bachelor 
of Science Degree in Administration, and a Master’s Degree in Public Administration with an emphasis in Disaster 
Administration. For the last 30 years, Chief Potter has been serving his community at the City of Pueblo Fire 
Department. He is a member of the International Association of Fire Chiefs, and also serves as a Peer Assessor Team 
Lead with the Center for Public Safety Excellence, and is a Peer Reviewer with the Commission on Professional 
Credentialing. Chief Potter now resides in Shawnee with his wife, Margaret and dog, Sombra. In his spare time, 
Rick enjoys hiking, hunting, fishing, wood burning, and spending time with his family and friends.

WELCOME Number of Incidents by the Hour of the Day

Training Code Hours by Training Code Category

Fire Loss
Total Pre-Incident Value $84,962,407
Total Value Loss $2,426,030
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From the Office of Strategic Services
Under the leadership of Fire Chief Rick Potter, the Strategic Services section of the City of Shawnee Fire 
Department was created in 2020 with a promoted Deputy Chief to oversee it. The Strategic Services section 
oversees the department’s accreditation, strategic vision, community risk reduction efforts, and the safety, health 
and wellness of both the community and the Shawnee Fire Department.

The year 2020 brought along with it opportunities to re-think and enhance the way we deliver services to our 
community. By using virtual platforms, we were still able teach students about fire safety during Fire Prevention 
Week while they were remote learning. Virtual platforms were even utilized between Fire Prevention Officers, 
contractors, and business owners to conduct fire and life safety inspections for our community.

Statistics
In 2020, the Shawnee Fire Department responded to 6,134 calls for service. The breakdown in calls for service in 
2020 is presented in the graph below:

Rescue & Emergency Medical Service Incident
71.16%

Good Intent Call
8.74%

False Alarm & False Call
7.16%

Service Call
6.69%

Hazardous Condition 
(No Fire)

3.20%

Fire
2.72%

Overpressure Rupture, 
Explosion, Overheat (No Fire)

.21%

Severe Weather & 
Natural Disaster

.07%

Special Incident Type
.07%

Major Incident Type # Incidents % of Total
Fire 167 2.72%
Overpressure rupture, explosion, overheat - no fire 13 0.21%
Rescue & Emergency Medical Service 4,359 71.16%
Hazardous Condition (No Fire) 197 3.20%
Service Call 411 6.69%
Good Intent Call 539 8.74%
False Alarm & False Call 440 7.16%
Severe Weather & Natural Disaster 4 0.07%
Special Incident Type 4 0.07%

Total 6,134 100%
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From the Office of Strategic Services

From the Office of Operations
The operations division is comprised of highly trained and professional all hazard responders. Under the authority 
of Fire Chief and reporting to a Deputy Fire Chief of Operations, the division responds to a wide variety of 
calls. They include structure fires, emergency medical, hazardous materials, technical/water rescue, and service 
calls. The operations division represents the largest group within the fire department with 66 personnel. Each 
day, the fire stations are staffed at a minimum of 19 personnel and a maximum of 22. We are equally divided 
into three shifts, A, B, and C shifts with each working a rotating 24 hour schedule called the Berkley schedule. 
Our strength is divided across four stations and five crews. Each fire crew is supervised by a Captain with one 
Battalion Chief commanding each shift.

In 2020, Chief John Mattox retired after 40 years in the fire service. Chief Rick Potter was selected to lead 
the organization after 30 years in Pueblo, Colorado. Battalion Chief Ryan Pyle was promoted to Deputy Fire 
Chief-Operations section and Fire Marshal Corey Sands was promoted to Deputy Fire Chief-Strategic Services 
Section. John Rawie was promoted to Fire Captain and is assigned to A shift. Firefighters hired in 2020 were 
Rachel Mercer, Braxton Vanlandingham, and Jack Hopkins.

Call volume decreased slightly from 2019 to 6175 calls for service in 2020. This was due in part to the COVID-19 
pandemic and consistent with trends across the United States. When crews were not responding to calls, they 
were maintaining a state of readiness by training and attending public service events. Crews attended 144 public 
relations events in 2020. Shawnee maintains three frontline engines, two frontline ladder trucks, two reserve 
engines, one reserve ladder truck, two brush rigs, one ATV gator, and two rescue boats.

The fire department experienced some significant challenges as a result of the global pandemic. When the 
majority of the country was shut down , the fire department maintained its high level of service to the citizens 
of Shawnee.
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From The office of Emergency Management
2020 tested everyone’s resolve as we faced challenges not seen in generations. The year started on a high note. The 
Chiefs won the Super Bowl and the ensuing victory parade necessitated the activation of the KCMO Emergency 
Operations Center. Chief Epperson had the opportunity to participate in the activation and EOC operations for the 
event.

Shawnee Emergency Management continued working on the Complex Coordinated Terrorist Attack (CCTA) grant 
in conjunction with Mid-America Regional Council (MARC). 2020 was supposed to be the culmination of three 
years’ worth of planning, training and exercises designed to prepare the metro region for multiple coordinated 
attacks as seen in other parts of the world. Like many other events in 2020, efforts related to CCTA were put on 
hold until 2021.

In March 2020, the second Citizen Fire Academy/Community Emergency Response Team class began in earnest. 
However, it was short-lived due to the expanding shutdowns created by COVID-19. Other projects that were put 
on hold included the city-wide update of the Local Emergency Operations Plan.

As Covid-19 began to spread around the world and reached our shores, Shawnee Emergency Management 
transitioned to full time pandemic response. Virtual meetings became the platforms of choice to coordinate a 
metro wide response to the pandemic. During this time, Chief Epperson was serving as the Chairperson of the 
Metropolitan Emergency Manager’s Committee and was thus designated as the Kansas Chief of the Multi Agency 
Coordination (MAC) group. The MAC was implemented through the auspices of MARC and focused on planning, 
support, and messaging to help communities get through the pandemic. Though MARC had been planning for 
events such as this for many years, a MAC had never been officially stood up in the region.

MARC is comprised of 119 cities, 9 counties, and 2 states that make up the Kansas City Metropolitan area. Based 
on 2010 Census, MARC accounts for over 2 million residents spread over 4,358 square miles. The overall size 
along with the many political subdivision created challenges when it came to developing a unified front in the fight 
against Covid-19.

Most everything that was not related to Covid was moved to the back burner for 2020. The Community Support 
Team activities were suspended for the year. City events such as Old Shawnee Days, the St. Patrick’s Day parade, 
and the Great Grillers BBQ competition were cancelled, and the city pools did not open for the summer. 2020 and 
Covid-19 affected the community in ways that we still don’t fully realize. It will take years to sort through the 
impacts that were felt by everyone.

However, as 2020 ended, there was hope. Hope for brighter days ahead in 2021, hope for a return to “normal”, and 
hope that the lessons learned would serve us for decades to come.

7

Emergency Medical Services
2020 was a challenging year particularly for the EMS program. SFD had to make numerous adjustments in how 
we operated on EMS calls to account for the potential exposure to Covid-19 patients.

Changes in response to pandemic

 ▪ Respirators- used on all EMS responses - significant upgrade from pre-pandemic (no mask, or simple 
surgical at most)

 ▪ PPE - Increased cache of n95’s (20 on hand at start of pandemic, now 1400 in stock), gowns, hand sanitizer, 
gloves

 ▪ Purchased a 3D printer using a combination PD/FD grant-Used to print caps for respirators to make it easier 
to sanitize as well as other EMS training props.

 ▪ Utilized CARES funds to purchase the following:
 ▪ Zoll Cardiac Monitors
 ▪ Stat pack EMS bags- Easy to clean and set up to mirror other county FD’s/Med-Act bag set-ups.
 ▪ The Danolyte generator at Station 72 creates disinfectant that was used to fog the stations, apparatus, 

and equipment of potential pathogens including Covid-19.
 ▪ Call volume

 ▪ 2019 total = 6,407 EMS = 4,448 69% of calls
 ▪ 2020 total = 6,134 EMS = 4,359 71% of calls
 ▪ COVID-19 cases that SFD responded on-

 ▪ Confirmed = 119
 ▪ Suspected = 154

Training

 ▪ Continued training in a predominantly virtual environment.
 ▪ Put on hold several initiatives that we look to pick back up in 2021 including;

 ▪ QA program
 ▪ Credentialing
 ▪ Patient Safety Organization & Just Culture

SFD’s EMS program continues to play a large role in countywide EMS leadership, including authoring 
protocol tests, revising protocol, developing training props, and played a large role in the countywide EMS bag 
standardization project.

Since COVID began, SFD implemented a new system of tracking and managing EMS supplies and PPE, which 
paid off greatly during COVID. Great foresight on the part of the respiratory protection program put us in line 
to purchase the Draeger respirators early in the pandemic. This provided a much higher level of protection than 
many other departments were using for respiratory protection on calls.

The EMS program also took the lead on finding novel decontamination methods for PPE, apparatus, and stations. 
Using UV light for sterilization of N95’s and the purchase and use of the Danolyte generator for disinfectant 
solution, SFD continued to innovate and lead the way on protecting the health and safety of the organization.
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From The office of Emergency Management
2020 tested everyone’s resolve as we faced challenges not seen in generations. The year started on a high note. The 
Chiefs won the Super Bowl and the ensuing victory parade necessitated the activation of the KCMO Emergency 
Operations Center. Chief Epperson had the opportunity to participate in the activation and EOC operations for the 
event.

Shawnee Emergency Management continued working on the Complex Coordinated Terrorist Attack (CCTA) grant 
in conjunction with Mid-America Regional Council (MARC). 2020 was supposed to be the culmination of three 
years’ worth of planning, training and exercises designed to prepare the metro region for multiple coordinated 
attacks as seen in other parts of the world. Like many other events in 2020, efforts related to CCTA were put on 
hold until 2021.

In March 2020, the second Citizen Fire Academy/Community Emergency Response Team class began in earnest. 
However, it was short-lived due to the expanding shutdowns created by COVID-19. Other projects that were put 
on hold included the city-wide update of the Local Emergency Operations Plan.

As Covid-19 began to spread around the world and reached our shores, Shawnee Emergency Management 
transitioned to full time pandemic response. Virtual meetings became the platforms of choice to coordinate a 
metro wide response to the pandemic. During this time, Chief Epperson was serving as the Chairperson of the 
Metropolitan Emergency Manager’s Committee and was thus designated as the Kansas Chief of the Multi Agency 
Coordination (MAC) group. The MAC was implemented through the auspices of MARC and focused on planning, 
support, and messaging to help communities get through the pandemic. Though MARC had been planning for 
events such as this for many years, a MAC had never been officially stood up in the region.

MARC is comprised of 119 cities, 9 counties, and 2 states that make up the Kansas City Metropolitan area. Based 
on 2010 Census, MARC accounts for over 2 million residents spread over 4,358 square miles. The overall size 
along with the many political subdivision created challenges when it came to developing a unified front in the fight 
against Covid-19.

Most everything that was not related to Covid was moved to the back burner for 2020. The Community Support 
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impacts that were felt by everyone.
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From the Office of Strategic Services

From the Office of Operations
The operations division is comprised of highly trained and professional all hazard responders. Under the authority 
of Fire Chief and reporting to a Deputy Fire Chief of Operations, the division responds to a wide variety of 
calls. They include structure fires, emergency medical, hazardous materials, technical/water rescue, and service 
calls. The operations division represents the largest group within the fire department with 66 personnel. Each 
day, the fire stations are staffed at a minimum of 19 personnel and a maximum of 22. We are equally divided 
into three shifts, A, B, and C shifts with each working a rotating 24 hour schedule called the Berkley schedule. 
Our strength is divided across four stations and five crews. Each fire crew is supervised by a Captain with one 
Battalion Chief commanding each shift.

In 2020, Chief John Mattox retired after 40 years in the fire service. Chief Rick Potter was selected to lead 
the organization after 30 years in Pueblo, Colorado. Battalion Chief Ryan Pyle was promoted to Deputy Fire 
Chief-Operations section and Fire Marshal Corey Sands was promoted to Deputy Fire Chief-Strategic Services 
Section. John Rawie was promoted to Fire Captain and is assigned to A shift. Firefighters hired in 2020 were 
Rachel Mercer, Braxton Vanlandingham, and Jack Hopkins.

Call volume decreased slightly from 2019 to 6175 calls for service in 2020. This was due in part to the COVID-19 
pandemic and consistent with trends across the United States. When crews were not responding to calls, they 
were maintaining a state of readiness by training and attending public service events. Crews attended 144 public 
relations events in 2020. Shawnee maintains three frontline engines, two frontline ladder trucks, two reserve 
engines, one reserve ladder truck, two brush rigs, one ATV gator, and two rescue boats.

The fire department experienced some significant challenges as a result of the global pandemic. When the 
majority of the country was shut down , the fire department maintained its high level of service to the citizens 
of Shawnee.
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From the Office of Strategic Services
Under the leadership of Fire Chief Rick Potter, the Strategic Services section of the City of Shawnee Fire 
Department was created in 2020 with a promoted Deputy Chief to oversee it. The Strategic Services section 
oversees the department’s accreditation, strategic vision, community risk reduction efforts, and the safety, health 
and wellness of both the community and the Shawnee Fire Department.

The year 2020 brought along with it opportunities to re-think and enhance the way we deliver services to our 
community. By using virtual platforms, we were still able teach students about fire safety during Fire Prevention 
Week while they were remote learning. Virtual platforms were even utilized between Fire Prevention Officers, 
contractors, and business owners to conduct fire and life safety inspections for our community.

Statistics
In 2020, the Shawnee Fire Department responded to 6,134 calls for service. The breakdown in calls for service in 
2020 is presented in the graph below:

Rescue & Emergency Medical Service Incident
71.16%

Good Intent Call
8.74%

False Alarm & False Call
7.16%

Service Call
6.69%

Hazardous Condition 
(No Fire)

3.20%

Fire
2.72%

Overpressure Rupture, 
Explosion, Overheat (No Fire)

.21%

Severe Weather & 
Natural Disaster

.07%

Special Incident Type
.07%

Major Incident Type # Incidents % of Total
Fire 167 2.72%
Overpressure rupture, explosion, overheat - no fire 13 0.21%
Rescue & Emergency Medical Service 4,359 71.16%
Hazardous Condition (No Fire) 197 3.20%
Service Call 411 6.69%
Good Intent Call 539 8.74%
False Alarm & False Call 440 7.16%
Severe Weather & Natural Disaster 4 0.07%
Special Incident Type 4 0.07%

Total 6,134 100%
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Promotions
Ryan Pyle has been promoted to Deputy Fire Chief as of November 16th. Chief Pyle has been employed with the 
City since January 4, 1999. His career path at the City began at the rank of Firefighter. Chief Pyle was promoted 
to the rank of Fire Captain in 2006; and was promoted to the rank of Battalion Chief in 2012. Ryan has been very 
involved with the Johnson County Operations Chiefs organization for several years and served as the Chair from 
2013 - 2016. He has also held numerous leadership roles within the the City and the fire service community. He 
holds a Master of Public Administration Degree from the University of Kansas. 

Corey Sands has been promoted to Deputy Fire Chief as of November 16th. Chief Sands was hired as a firefighter 
on August 26, 1999. His career path with the City includes serving as a Fire Prevention Officer and the City’s Fire 
Marshal. Corey has been very involved in the fire service community, has served as the Department’s PIO, and 
has held many leadership roles on several professional fire associations. He holds a Master of Science Degree in 
Criminal Justice from Columbia Southern University.

Congratulations to John Rawie! John has been promoted to Fire Captain effective 12/28/2020. John began his career 
in the fire service in 2006 where he served as a volunteer Firefighter for the City of DeSoto. He was hired as a full-
time Firefighter with the City of Shawnee in 2010. John earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration 
from Fort Hays State University, and has completed numerous certifications specific to the fire service. 
 

Jack Hopkins began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Jack is originally from Missouri, and 
currently resides in Lansing, KS with his wife and two daughters. Prior to coming to the City, Jack was a Firefighter 
for the City of Leavenworth, KS for over 8 years. In his spare time, Jack enjoys hunting, fishing, and golf. 

Rachel Mercer began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Rachel is originally from Michigan, 
and moved to the area in 2010. Rachel currently resides in Lenexa with her 3 children, dog, and cat. Prior to 
coming to the City, Rachel was a Volunteer Firefighter for the City of Edwardsville, KS, as well as a volunteer for 
Abbott in Kansas City. In her spare time, Rachel enjoys reading, outdoors, driving to get lost, eating at local dives, 
and treasure hunting. 

Braxton Vanlandingham began working for the City as a Firefighter on January 13th. Braxton grew up in Leawood, 
KS, and is a graduate of Blue Valley North HS. Braxton currently resides in Overland Park with his girlfriend 
Casie. Prior to working for the City, Braxton worked as a personal trainer at Anytime Fitness. In his spare time, 
Braxton enjoys working out, going to local sporting events, outdoor cycling, bowling, and frisbee golf. 

Rick Potter joined the City as Fire Chief on Monday, June 29th. Rick grew up in Brasil and Portugal, and 
eventually moved to Pueblo, CO where he attended Pueblo County High School. Rick also possesses a Bachelor 
of Science Degree in Administration, and a Master’s Degree in Public Administration with an emphasis in Disaster 
Administration. For the last 30 years, Chief Potter has been serving his community at the City of Pueblo Fire 
Department. He is a member of the International Association of Fire Chiefs, and also serves as a Peer Assessor Team 
Lead with the Center for Public Safety Excellence, and is a Peer Reviewer with the Commission on Professional 
Credentialing. Chief Potter now resides in Shawnee with his wife, Margaret and dog, Sombra. In his spare time, 
Rick enjoys hiking, hunting, fishing, wood burning, and spending time with his family and friends.

WELCOME Number of Incidents by the Hour of the Day

Training Code Hours by Training Code Category

Fire Loss
Total Pre-Incident Value $84,962,407
Total Value Loss $2,426,030
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Chief’s Message
OFFICE OF RICHARD A. POTTER

It is a privilege to present the 2020 annual report for the City of Shawnee Fire Department. 2020 brought several 
changes to the City of Shawnee Fire Department with new leadership and a reorganization of the administrative 
staff. What did not change was the level of commitment and dedication of the men and women who tirelessly 
serve the citizens of Shawnee. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has created unprecedented challenges for the City 
of Shawnee Fire Department and the members have risen to the occasion. This report will highlight the fact that 
despite these challenges the personnel of the City of Shawnee Fire Department found new and innovative ways 
to meet the needs of the community. While many communities were struggling to maintain levels of service, the 
City of Shawnee Fire Department enhanced and increased services provided to the citizens of Shawnee.

The annual report for 2020 further highlights the dedication and commitment of the members of the City of 
Shawnee Fire Department through a summary of activities performed throughout the year. 

I want to personally thank the Governing Body, the City Manager, and staff for the continued support of the Fire 
Department without which it would be impossible to continue with the level of services provided. I also want 
to thank and acknowledge the men and women of the City of Shawnee Fire Department who faithfully serve 
every day. 

Respectfully,

Richard A. Potter
Fire Chief
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Fire Headquarters - Station #71
6501 Quivira Road

Shawnee, Kansas 66216
Phone: (913) 631-1080 (non-emergency)

Fax: (913) 631-1628

Administration Hours
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Fire Station #72
5840 Renner Road

Shawnee, Kansas 66216
Phone: (913) 631-2999 (non-emergency)

Fire Station #73
6805 Hedge Lane

Shawnee, Kansas 66226
Phone: (913) 441-0390 (non-emergency)

Fire Station #74
5300 Woodsonia

Shawnee, Kansas 66226
Phone: (913) 742-6024 (non-emergency)
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Mayor 
Michelle Distler

Ward I
Matt Zimmerman
Tammy Thomas

Ward II
Eric Jenkins

Mike Kemmling

Ward III
Lisa Larson-Bunnell

Kurt Knappen

Ward IV
Lindsey Constance

Jill Chalfi

City Manager
 Nolan Sunderman

www.cityofshawnee.org

Contact Information
MISSION

The Shawnee Fire Department is a dedicated team of professionals striving for excellence  
in public safety and emergency services to protect our community. Our motto is:

“Prepare, Prevent, Protect”
2020 VISION

is to be known as an internationally accredited fire service agency, renowned for its epic and consistent 
demonstration of best practices and department values in mission execution. 

EXCELLENCE will remain at the core of all we do as we strive for continuous improvement to ‘prepare, prevent, 
and protect.’

PROFESSIONALISM will be evident as we invest in our greatest resources, our members, through emphasis on 
workforce planning and training improvements. Our organizational clarity will guide the department to further lead 
our people in the future.

INTEGRITY will be demonstrated through stewardship of our physical resources and the highest ethical 
behavior. This will be broadened by our communications initiatives as we interact with our community and hold 
each other accountable. 

COMPASSION will be carried out always, as we ensure that we appropriately deliver our mission, live our 
values, accomplish our goals, and bring this vision to fruition.

OUR VALUES: We are committed to respond quickly and perform at the highest level in all that we do. We empower, 
support, and provide opportunities to achieve personal and professional success. We are committed to the highest 
ethical standards and act as responsible stewards of the resources entrusted to us. We strive to treat our community 
and each other with compassion and respect.
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